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Chapter 6 - Construction 
 

Rods and Valve Gear 
 
 

Rods and Valve Gear 
 
Please download the Rods and Valve Gear PDF drawings NOW! These drawings do have some parts that 
you will need to cut from the PDF's, but most of these PDF's are about assembly of pre-made parts. So in a 
sense this chapter is easier than earlier ones, in that you don't actually have very much to make. That 
doesn't mean the installation of the pre-made parts will be easy. There are a lot of fine tolerances and 
clearance issues, which will keep you, occupied, and can at times be frustrating! The Mason Valve gear is a 
very complex piece of machinery, more so than most Walschaert's gear from later ages. It has a lot of 
moving parts. Be that as it may, you will finish up with an accurate fitment of a Mason valve gear, and 
everything will work per prototype. There are very few electric sized models in existence that have gone 
this far. 
 

Download the PDF's here 
 
 0-6-6T and 2-6-6T Valve Gear PDF's. 
 <<2-6-6T-31.zip>> 
 
 2-8-6T Valve Gear PDF's. 
 <<2-8-6T.zip>> 
 
Note that the 2-8-6T valve gear is a variant of the 2-6-6T version, and will require some additional rods to be hand 
made. The construction is not covered in detail in this chapter, but shown in the 2-8-6T PDF's. Most of the laser cut 
valve set can be used, however new crossheads, double crosshead guides and valve rod at the valve chest will need to 
be made. This is shown in the PDF. Additionally, there is no reason why you can't actually use the 2-6-6T valve gear 
on the 2-8-6T if you're prepared to wear the few differences in the design. 
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Download these two Quicktime movies that show the finished Valve gear in motion. Please refer to these 
two films often while you install your valve gear so that you can get an idea of how things move. 
 <<DSCN1063.MOV and DSCN1071.MOV>> 
 
From the outset I want you to keep the PDF entitled 'Rod Names' handy at all times. There are a whole 
bunch of rods and bits and pieces in this job and it's important we all call the parts by the same name. These 
are also generally the correct names for these parts. Mason however had some extra rods and cams up on 
the front end, which are not on any other Walschaert's gear in history, and thus I had to take a punt at the 
names of those parts. 
 
The PDF set also includes some nine information-only drawings showing how the real Mason pilot truck 
looked, the bar frame, the steam pipe connections, bogie pivot details and tender truck details. These are 
included only to satisfy your curiosity, as most of these details cannot be added to a working electric model 
running on tight curves! But for completeness, I thought you guys should know some more about how 
these Mason Bogies worked. 
 
A Little History First 
 
I know you're itching to get into installing this valve gear, but lets stop a moment and talk about what we're 
actually trying to replicate. 
 
As you know, William Mason was the first in the US to apply the Belgian 'Walschaert's Valve Gear' to a 
locomotive. You need to understand that the Walschaert's was more an 'idea' than a prescribed way to build 
a valve gear. The system would differ based on wheel size, valve travel, crank throw etc. Mason took the 
idea of the Walschaert's, and adapted it to be implemented on this W.M. Mason 0-6-6T in 1874: 
 

 
 
In very quick succession, Mason developed a number of versions to this valve gear. At first I thought this 
was a developmental process, however closer examination of the locomotives rolled out in order shows all 
the variants were used again and again. I realised Mason had developed and applied three different valve 
gear systems between 1874 and 1883. The three systems did have variants. The three systems, developed in 
this order were for: 
 Larger Bogie Locos (such as W.M. Mason, Leviathan and many more). 
 Smaller Bogie locos (such as the 1876 centennial Mason, and AA Denny) 
 Mid-sized Bogie Locos (such as Bully Boy and the locos of the DSP&P) 
 
All three systems were essentially the same in principle, the differences relate to how Mason combined the 
eccentric movements and combination rods into one motion. Why he created and used 3 systems depending 
on loco size, I don't know. Maybe there were different advantages in the systems based on the length over 
the chassis and the amount of movement required in the valve chest. 
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Fundamentally the Walschaert's system combines two basic rod movements to power the valve rod into the 
valve chest. The two rod movements are the Eccentric rod off the 3rd axle, and the Combination rods off 
the crosshead. Both move in different ways, and combined at the radius Rod get the desired valve 
movement controlling the admission of steam to the cylinders. 
 
All three of Mason's valve gear methods meet the above requirement, only in different ways. 
 
Larger Loco Valve Gear 
 
The system used on the larger locomotives was pretty simple. As seen in the W.M. Mason photo above, the 
eccentric rod comes off the third axle per normal. The combination rods come off the crosshead and swing 
to the rear of the crosshead (not in front like later years). The combination rods and eccentric rod meet the 
radius rod just behind the lead driver. From that position, the valve rod has a nice, long, straight run at the 
steam chests across the lead driver. This became almost a standard valve set up for larger 6-wheel bogies 
from the Mason works. However in late 1874, Mason built the first of his larger 6-wheel bogie narrow 
gauge locos - a loco to be named 'Tomales' for the North Pacific Coast RR. This smaller 0-6-6T loco was 
the first narrow gauge loco to be fitted with a Walschaert's valve gear in the US. Believed to be too heavy, 
she was regauged for a Texas road in 1875. The interesting thing about this first NG Walschaert's valve 
gear is that it was a one-off design, based on the W.M. Mason design, but with modifications that formed 
the basis of the 'smaller' valve gear used on Mason's typical 0-4-4T locos. 
 

 
Seen above the larger system as applied to Leviathan. Note the combination rods to the rear of the crosshead, and 
the radius rod hidden inside the link cradle. The valve rod runs clean across the top of the crossheads to the steam 
chest. 
 

 
The Original valve gear of this type applied to W.M. Mason in 1874. 
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The Small Loco Valve Gear 
 
This was the second basic valve gear designed after the Tomales design, and a type used on the 1876 
Centennial 0-4-4T Mason, along with most other smaller 0-4-4Ts using external valve gear. Because of the 
compact nature of the valve gear, and position of the combination rods so close to the valve chest, Mason 
created a long, wide sliding block (link block), with the combination rod/radius rod fitment to one side of 
the block, and the valve rod connected to the inside edge of the block. The whole block slides back and 
forth through a stanchion off the lead end of the crosshead guide, and a glide box fitted off the crosshead 
guide support at the rear end. The object was to transfer the outside motion of the valve gear to the inward 
position of the steam chest, without any losses of movement in the transfer. The outcome is that the radius 
rod's motion is transferred inboard to the steam chest location in a simple way. Why didn't he just do this 
on the mid-sized locos as well? Donno. Maybe the smaller locos had the rods a bit closer together, and thus 
the radius rod wasn't so far out of reach, or maybe it related more to differences in strength and thrust 
between the small and larger locos. 
 
The mid-sized gear was very similar to this smaller valve gear design, but the transfer of the combination 
rods to the valve chest was done via a moving transverse rod, rather than a long sliding link block. 
 
The first Mason locomotive to utilise this small valve gear design was the 1875 'Pegasus' for the Boston 
Revere Beach & Lynn RR. This was the first of the Mason 0-4-4T standard, and smaller than previous NG 
Mason Bogies. This was the first valve gear to use the guide cleat off the crosshead guide support bracket 
to restrain the end of the lifting rods off the bell rig, keeping them fixed in a vertical position, with a short 
link at the bottom end of the lifting rod to the radius rod. From Art Wallace's book, describing the motion 
of the Mason Valve gear on the 0-4-4T design: 
 

"The effect of this arrangement is expected to be nearly uniform distribution of steam to and from 
the cylinder. It causes a remarkable slip in the link block at the end of each stroke. In working 
gear, either going forward or backward, it was expected to equalize the alternate port openings. It 
certainly does delay the motion of the valve at the end of its travel, holding admission and exhaust 
ports more nearly fully opened at the time they should be. On one of Mason's Walschaert equipped 
engines, I received my first railroad experience. Its performance was a legend among the older 
employees of that road; the work that the engine was capable of doing as compared to other 
engines with the same sized cylinders was almost unbelievable and was never equaled before or 
since." 

 
While it is an adaptation of this valve gear that was used on the 2-6-6Ts of the DSP&P, the same concept in 
the sliding link block was used, and it is interesting to note when you get your model rolling, how the 
sliding block does in fact hesitate at the end of travel as the above witness noted. 
 
For those building the AA Denny, she was rebuilt from a Centennial 0-4-4T type into the 0-6-4T, and as 
such did keep the smaller loco valve gear too. You can either do some minor kit-bashing to our mid-sized 
gear, and leave out the transverse rod, or simply fit the valve gear the same way we are anyway. It does 
look pretty cool. 
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The smaller version valve gear as applied to 'Admiral Almy', 1876. Note the bar running horizontally above the 
crossheads is a long wide flat sliding bar that slides back and forth with the action of the radius rod/combination 
rods. The radius rod connects to the sliding block on the outside, with the valve rod on the inside. 

 

 
Here is the same valve gear used on the 'Stockton' 0-4-4T. 

 

 
...And the same valve gear used on the A.A. Denny 0-6-4T. 

Even in her rebuilt form, she kept her original Mason small 0-4-4T valve gear. 
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Mid-Sized Loco Valve Gear 
 
This is the system used on our 0-6-6Ts and 2-6-6Ts. The system is much like the W.M. Mason valve gear, 
except the whole thing is moved forward. The eccentric rod is done per normal off the third axle. The 
combination rods, however, swing to the front of the crosshead and meet the radius rod just to the front of 
the lead driver, effectively a full drive wheel head of that of the W.M. Mason. Now Walschaert's gear, 
being on the outside of the wheels, suffers from offset problems. In order that none of the moving rods and 
eccentrics collide in motion, the rods are all neatly offset horizontally, and end up well wide of the wheels 
and main rods etc. By the time the eccentric rod and combination rods meet the radius rod, the radius rod is 
well wide of the chassis, and is in fact well outside of the steam chests. This is the same problem on all the 
Mason Walschaert locos. How are you supposed to connect the radius rod to the valve rod, when the radius 
rod is well wide of where it is needed to be? I think this, above all else, was why on the larger locos, Mason 
combined his rod movements well back from the steam chests, giving the valve rod a good run at the steam 
chests. 
 
On our mid-sized locos, however, the radius rod is wide from the valve chest. So Mason creates some 
transverse rods. Rather than going straight from the radius rod to the valve rod/chest, he introduces a new 
rod, the 'transverse rod'. This rod takes the valve movement from the radius rod back to a position just 
ahead of the middle drive wheel. At that point, the transverse rod is connected to the valve rod, which runs 
forward again to the steam chests. In effect, by introducing that transverse rod, he's moved his motion back 
to the middle wheel like the Larger Masons, and again has a clear run at the steam chests in an inboard 
position. 
 
This is the valve gear we will be modelling, and with those transverse rods, we actually get a lot of valve 
motion - making a pretty cool looking loco! 
 
The difficulties Mason was facing in setting up an external valve gear to work the steam chests would later 
be solved very easily. Manufacturers of later era locos would move the valve chests outboard to meet the 
radius rod. I guess Mason either didn't think of it, or preferred to keep his standard valve chest castings, 
which worked for inside frame valve gear as well. Next time you take a look at the Bachmann Anniversary 
4-6-0, note how this 1910 loco's steam chests sit well to the outside of the cylinder and not inboard like our 
mason. Also note how the radius rod connects directly to the valve rod in a straight line. The whole thing is 
vastly simpler than all of Mason's valve gear setups. 
 

 
The mid-sized valve gear as applied to all the DSP&P 2-6-6Ts, as well as Mason's mid-sized 0-6-6Ts. The 
combination rods are to the front of the crosshead, connecting to a transverse rod running back to the rear of the 
lead driver. The valve rod then runs from that point forward to the steam chests. (Valve rod in this view is hidden 
behind the transverse rod). 
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The Final Version 
 
In 1883 William Mason replaced all three valve gear types with a single system. The system really was a 
very strong version of the smaller loco type. He uses a massive tube like bearing on the end of the radius 
rod that transfers the outer radius rod motion to the inboard valve rod. The system was just a large pivot, 
and had no sliding blocks, unlike the mid or smaller systems from before. I suspect the 1883 system was 
not only simpler, but less prone to wear. The first locomotive to be built with this new valve gear was 
DSP&P # 25 'Alpine' the first of the big 2-8-6Ts from 1883. This valve gear would be used on most of the 
2-4-4Ts and 2-4-6Ts of the Boston Revere & Beach RR after1883. 
 
 
 

 
The 1883 'Denver' 2-8-6T was among the first to be fitted with the Universal Mason valve gear. 

 
 

 
Here is a close up of the same system used on the BRB&L #6. 

Look at those solid valve gear elements. Mason had come a long way! 
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Here is the same gear fitted to one of the last BRB&L Masons, #24. 

 
Some of you building the 2-8-6, or a BRB&L Mason might like to simulate this final Mason Valve gear 
design in your model. Please follow the specific 2-8-6T valve gear PDF's for the construction of this type of 
gear. 
 

The Mid-Sized Mason Valve Gear Amended for the DSP&P R.R. 
 
If you look at the above photos for the 'mid-sized' and 'smaller' loco valve gear systems, you'll see the 
lifting rods come down to the radius rod. These lifting rods are the long vertical rods that run down from 
the bell rig over the boiler. They are used to lift the radius rod up and down about the 'reverse link' - that 
curved half moon shaped part. The lifting of the radius rod controls the forward and reverse motion in the 
valve gear, and indeed is the 'stick shift' for the loco. The radius rod set at mid point on the reverse link sets 
the loco in 'neutral'. Lifting the radius rod to the top of the reverse link puts the loco in high gear reverse. 
Dropping the radius rod to the bottom of the reverse link places the loco in high gear forward. Radius rod 
positions between full forward or full reverse limit the steam admission to the cylinders, creating a kind of 
'gearing' to the valve gear. When the radius rod is just outside of reverse link centre, you effectively have 
low gear- above centre in reverse and below centre in forward. These lifting rods do a great deal for the 
workings of the valve gear, and are controlled by the Johnson bar in the cab. We'll model this entire thing, 
and it will work! The lifting rods not only control the forward/reverse motion of the loco, by lifting the 
radius rod to the correct position, they also hold fast that radius rod from moving once the position is set. 
There is quite a lot of stress in the valve gear movement, and without the radius rod being restrained; the 
movement of the valve gear will kick that radius rod back to the neutral position. The same thing will occur 
on our models, so our lifting rods do play a role in keeping things in place. 
 

As-built Valve Gear 
 
In the 'as-built' configuration, the lifting rods had a type of ball joint at the top, at the bell rig. Where the 
lifting rod connected to the radius rod at the bottom end, there was a small elongated guide fixed to the 
chassis. This is the same curved guide first used on Pegasus in 1875 and is a lifting rod restraint. The lifting 
rods were fixed to this guide, allowing only upward or downward movement over the guide. What this did 
was effectively keep the lifting rods securely fixed to the chassis at the bottom of the lifting rods. 
Connected to the bottom of the lifting rod is a small cleat, which connected to the radius rod. In operation, 
the radius rod moves back and forth, but the lifting rod remains vertical, and rigid, held by that curved 
guide. Only the li'l cleat at the bottom of the lifting rod waggles back and forth with the radius rod. The 
reverse link on these 'as built' versions was just a bent channel; the radius rod slid up and down in the 
channel. The pivot for the reverse link was a simple bearing bolted to the back of the channel. For 
maintenance, it was possible to push the radius rod up the reverse link channel, right out of the channel 
entirely. 
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For reasons not described in any texts, the DSP&P had this valve gear revised very early on. I believe 
problems arose with wear and breakage in this 'as-built' and rather delicate version. I suspect that the rigidly 
fixed lifting rods strained at the fixing guides on the chassis, and the li'l cleat that waggled back and forth 
was prone to excessive movement and wear. Additionally, the single central mounted pivot on the rear of 
the reverse link may have been prone to high stresses. 
 
As such the DSP changed the valve gear fittings slightly, without changing the system. 
 
Here is a diagram of the 'as-built' Mason valve gear, with lifting rod restraints and moving cleats: 
 

 
Here is a view of the 'as-built' Valve gear fitted to 'Bully Boy'; you can just see the curved 
restraint behind the bottom of the lifting rod. Note also the original channel-type reverse link and 
ball joints at the top of the lifting rod. The same gear was initially used on the DSP&P Masons. 

 
 

 
And seen on the DSP&P Mason. Note the curved restraint behind the bottom end of the lifting rod. 
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The reverse link in the photo above has already been changed to version 2. The ball joint at the top of the 
lifting rod has also been replaced by the DSP&P universal joint. 
 

The revised Valve gear 
 
In the revised format, the DSP&P deleted the guide fixed to the chassis frame, and allowed the lifting rod to 
run free with the valve gear, and was not fixed to the chassis any more. They replaced the ball joint at the 
top of the lifting rod with a simple universal joint. They also replaced the waggling cleat at the bottom of 
the lifting rod with another simple universal joint. In this format, the lifting rods move with the radius rod 
and are not restrained. There are no large movements in any parts. The entire lifting rod is no longer rigid, 
but swings with the movement of the radius rod, swinging like a pendulum. Additionally, they removed the 
channel type reverse link, with its weak rear fixing, and replaced it with a more conventional (now days) 
reverse link cut out of solid steel. This link is clamped via the sides to the pivot, and not fixed at the back. 
There is no twisting at the fixing anymore. 
 
The rebuilt version of the valve gear appears to have been installed on some of the DSP&P Masons as early 
as 1880, while others appear to still have their old systems as late as 1883. It may have been a "don't fix 
until it breaks" scenario! 
 

 
Here is a diagram of the revised Mason valve gear system for the lifting 

rods and reverse link: 
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Here is a photo of the revised DSP&P lifting rod setup a seen fitted to a 2-6-6T. 

The above photo shows the loco set in reverse motion! 
 
The Model 
 
After much thought, I decided we'd model the revised valve gear pretty accurately, and not attempt to build 
the 'as built' version. The prime problem with the 'as-built' version is that li'l guide fitted to the frame, to 
which the lifting rods are fixed. I can see those getting wrenched off every time you lifted the model off the 
rails, and could even get wrenched off during normal operation! I just couldn't see that connection being 
viable in the long term. Additionally, the universals for the rebuilt version are much easier to make and will 
be much stronger. They are completely flexible allowing your chassis to move how it likes, and when 
lifting the model off the rails, things won't get ripped off. Finally the reverse link was much easier to make 
and stronger. If any of you really want the 'as-built' version, go ahead and make it, I'm sure just a few brass 
strips will amend the design. Just take care with it and remember we're running on much tighter curves than 
Masons ever ran. 
 
The Laser Cut Valve Gear Set 
 
OK, if you're following this section, you should have a set of very stylish... I mean, incredibly stylish set of 
laser cut stainless steel rods forming a Valve Gear set. If you haven't acquired of these sets, either ask at the 
MasterClass forum, or make your own from the PDF sheet entitled 'Valve Gear Part Nos'. Make them as 
close to the patterns as you can, from brass, styrene, what ever takes your fancy. 
 
Please note that the Laser Cut Valve Gear Set also includes Main Rod and Reverse Link parts. If you are 
buying the BBT chassis, the Main Rod and Reverse Link parts come as 3D castings with your chassis, and 
thus those particular stainless steel parts are redundant. If you're noting using a BBT drive, then you will 
need to use all of the set. 
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Here is the BBT chassis with the BBT cast main rod and cast reverse links: 
 

 
 
Cleaning the stainless steel parts. 
 
The laser cut valve gear set was cut with both sides of the loco cut separately and in mirror image from 
each other. Each part has a clean outer face and a dirty inner face. You want to do two things: 
 

1. Clean up the burrs on the dirty inner face. 
2. Regardless of how well you cleaned the burrs on the rear edges of the valve gear, always 

apply the parts with the good side facing outward on your model. 
 
Stainless steel is a hard metal, and cleaning the burrs by hand is not easy. I found by far the best and easiest 
way to clean up the rods was to use the fibre reinforced cutting wheels, fitted to my Dremel. I run the 
Dremel at high speed and use the side of the cutting wheel to literally polish the burrs off. I found this 
method polished the rod faces well, and did not leave nasty gouged lines. 
 
Nuts and bolts. 
 
The entire valve gear is assembled using 0-80 and 00-90 brass nuts, bolts and matching washers. In most 
cases after assembly the bolt lengths will need to be cut almost flush to the nut, and also the nuts will not be 
allowed to move again. We need to use Loctite in some cases, but also I have no objection to many of these 
nuts and bolts being soldered. There are two conditions that will occur with the valve gear, because many 
of these nuts and bolts must remain non-tight - that is firm, but not tight such that the rods can move. What 
can typically happen is that nuts will unwind as the rods rotate and the whole thing comes apart and on the 
other side the nuts can tighten up, causing a jamb up! 
 
I have no problem with Loctite, however use a Blue Loctite. Red Loctite is overkill. Loctite can be 
removed using heat, such as a soldering iron. When using Loctite be sure that the stuff stops the nut 
tightening as much as it stops it unwinding. Normally Loctite stops nuts coming undone, but where the nut 
is meant to be loose, Loctite doesn't really hold the nuts from winding inward and jamming everything up. 
You want the Loctite to hold the nut from going either way. 
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I solder the nuts. This stops them moving in any direction. Also consider this: most of these bolted joints on 
the model are done using rivets on the commercial models. They are not meant to come apart again and 
they don't need to. The valve gear assembly is done in three basic sub assemblies, each of which can be 
completed and locked permanently. Only the nuts and bolts joining the three assemblies may need to come 
apart again. Some of these I'm quite happy to solder as well, and simply cut the bolts if I need to remove 
the valve gear. 
 
Anyway think it over, but let me make this final point: All this business of locking the nuts and bolts is 
only to stop them moving. There is very little stress in the rods that will cause the nuts to move at all. Its 
just that you need something to just hold them from moving. They are all non-structural. Blue Loctite, CA 
glue or solder, its up to you. 
 
Finish. 
 
You can leave the BBT rods as-is. The colour is good. The stainless steel valve set can also be left as-is if 
you wish. However, I found the look to be altogether too bright. I wanted to dull these parts down to the 
level of the BBT rods. As such I painted the entire valve set using Tamyia Light Gunmetal. Testor's 
Buffable Light Gunmetal will also work. I also found painted rods worked better because of all the other 
brass fitments. I was able to touch up the brass nuts, bolts and washers with the same paint, as well as the 
brass lifting rods. Anyways, it's up to you, see what works best for you. 
 

Materials 
 
Gang, we're going to need some special material for this chapter. You'll need your 2mm, 1mm and 0.5mm 
thick styrene sheet as always. You'll also need the following: 
 

Materials & Parts 
Evergreen 

Size Item 
No. Description 

Dec. Inch mm Fract 
Qty. 
/ Pkg 

211 Rod Round Styrene 14” (35 cm) Long O.D. 0.040 1.0 N/A 10 
 Notes:  

224 Tube Round Styrene; 14” (35 cm) Long O.D. 0.125 
I.D. 0.069 

3.2 
1.8 

1/8 
N/A 5 

 Notes:  

258 Rod Round Styrene 14” (35 cm) Long O.D. 0.188 x 0.312 
I.D. 0.131 x 0.256 

4.8 x 7.9 
3.3 x 6.5 

3/16 x 5/16 
N/A 10 

 Notes:  
 

Plastruct 
Size Catalog 

Code 
UPC Pkg 

Code Description Inch mm Fract. 
Qty. 
/ Pkg 

TB-3 90103 Butyrate Tubing Round 3/32” O.D. 0.250 
I.D. 0.050 

2.4 
1.3 

1/4 
3/64 10 

 Notes:  

TB-8 90106 Butyrate Tubing Round 1/4” O.D. 0.250 
I.D. 0.125 

6.4 
3.2 

1/4 
1/8 7 

 Notes:  

ST-4 90201 ABS Square Tubing 1/8” O.D. 0.125 
I.D. 0.050 

3.2 
1.3 

1/8 
3/64 7 

 Notes:  

ST-12 90205 ABS Square Tubing 3/8” O.D. 0.1875 
I.D. 0.0625 

9.5 
1.6 

3/8” 
1/16 4 

 Notes:  
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K & S Engineering / Special Shapes Co. 

Size Item 
No. Description Dec. Inch mm Fract. 

Qty. 
/ Pkg 

ST-54 Brass Tube Sq. - 12" (30cm) Long; Wall .014"  O.D. 0.156 4.0 5/32 N/A 

RT-44 Brass Tube Rect. - 12” (30 cm) Long; Wall .014" H 0.125 
W 0.250 

3.2 
6.4 

1/8 
1/4 N/A 

 Notes:  

RT-46 Brass Tube Rect. - 12” (30 cm) Long; Wall .014" H - 0.1875 
W - 0.375 

4.8 
9.5 

3/16 
3/8 N/A 

 Notes:  
TT-62X Brass Tube Round - 12" (30cm) Long; Wall .006"  O.D. 0.078 2.0 5/64 N/A 
MM-2 Brass Tube Round - 12" (30cm) Long; Wall .017"  O.D. 0.078 2.0 5/64 N/A 

 Notes:  
MM-3 Brass Tube Round - 12" (30cm) Long; Wall .017"  O.D. 0.120 3.0  N/A 

 Notes:  
 

Misc. Hardware 
Size Catalog 

Code 
UPC Pkg 

Code Description Inch mm Fract. 
Qty. 
/ Pkg 

  Bolt Brass #00-90    50 
 Notes:  

  Nut Brass #00-90    50 
 Notes:  

  Washer Brass #00-90    50 
 Notes:  

  Bolt Brass #0-80    20 
 Notes:  

  Nut Brass #0-80    20 
 Notes:  

  Washer Brass #0-80    20 
 Notes:  

       
 Notes:  

 
Step 1 - Fixing the Spring Rig Down to the Chassis 
 

 
 
 
 
 
At the conclusion of Chapter 2, when we 
made the spring rig for the chassis, along 
with the cylinders and pilot, our chassis was 
left something like Figure 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Chassis as at end of Chapter 2. 
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Note in the above picture there is a white unpainted rectangular pad just ahead of the motor. This is the 
styrene support pad for the crosshead guide support bracket we're about to make. Please use CA and glue 
down the spring rig, with this styrene pad in 
place, directly to the top of the BBT chassis. 
Make sure you apply the CA to the 
3.2x3.2mm ABS running along the spring rig 
assembly and apply that to the top of the 
chassis. Don't apply the CA directly to the 
chassis top or risk oozing it into the gears, 
something you don't want to do. If you don't 
like the idea of securing the spring rig in this 
way, it will be OK not to glue it at all. 
Rather, extend that styrene pad ahead of the 
motor such that it reaches over the bolt in the 
BBT chassis just ahead of the pad. Apply a 
nut to the bolt sticking up and effectively 
bolt the spring assembly down using that 
existing BBT bolt. Here is a close up of the 
springs, pad and bolt that you can use: 
 
Special Note about the Valve Gear assembly: 
All the notes about assembling the valve gear below generally only show the assembly for one side of the 
locomotive. Repeat many of the steps for the other side of the locomotive, making sure to mirror the 
assembly in your mind. Rods in the laser cut valve set are all numbered -refer to the PDF entitled "Valve 
Gear Part Nos", and keep it handy at all times. All the parts listed with 'A' after them, i.e., 1A, 2A, 3A etc. 
are rods for the Engineer's side of the loco (right side in the US), all the rods listed with 'B' after them, ie 
1B, 2B, 3B are the same rods as the A rods, but for the fireman's side of the loco (left side). 
 
In some cases I will simply say "use rod 10", which means use rod 10A and 10B to complete both sides of 
the locomotive. Above all, follow the PDF's and look hard at the pictures to ensure you get the parts 
together in the right order. 
 
Step 2 - The Crosshead Guide Support Bracket 
 
This is the beam that runs across the top of the chassis between drivers 1 and 2, and its job is to support the 
rear end of the crosshead guides, as well as support the reverse link cradle and the sliding blocks from the 
Mason transverse rods. This thing is easy to make, but I want to caution you on the following: 
 
The total width of the support bracket is critical because it sets out the position of the rear end of the 
crosshead guide. You want to ensure the setout of the rear ends of both crosshead guides match exactly the 
width between the two cylinder centres. This will ensure that the pistons travel in a straight line, parallel 
with the chassis. In chapter 2, when we made our cylinders, we set the dimension between the two cylinder 
centres at 79mm. That means we must ensure the spacing of the guide supports on our bracket is also 
79mm. 
 
The location of the support bracket is important, because you must ensure that the crossheads can travel 
their full stroke without banging into the support bracket at the rear of the crosshead guides. You also want 
the location of the support bracket to be accurate so that the reverse link pivot point is exactly set up mid 
point of the eccentric rod's travel - this will ensure that the reverse link rocks forward and backward equal 
amounts. 
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Please take out the PDF entitled 'Crosshead Guide Support Bracket'. Follow the PDF, cutting the bracket 
parts from 2mm thick styrene. Because the vertical 
motor in our chassis is also the pivot for the bogie, we 
have to build around the motor. Thus, the bracket 
takes on a 'C' shaped plan, rather than running clean 
across the chassis. In order to do this, we need to add 
an 8mm packer between the central support, and the 
two extensions either side of the centre. Refer to the 
PDF. To make this 8mm packer, I used a 9.5 x 9.5mm 
Plastruct SHS, and carved off one side, making an 
8x10x10mm block. I welded the parts together like 
this: 

 
I then used four #0-80 x 1/2" brass hex head bolts to 
bolt the extension onto the central bracket. 4 bolts to 
each side like this: 
 
I then applied a square of 0.5mm styrene to cap the 
tops of the SHS packers. Then turn the assembly 
over and fill the inside of the SHS's with epoxy, 
creating a totally solid support bracket assembly. 
 
 

Drop the guide into place on the chassis, but DO NOT GLUE IT DOWN. Keep it free until the 
completion of this chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Crosshead Guide Support Bracket 

Figure 3: Crosshead Guide Support with hex-head bolts 
added. 

Figure 4: The above picture demonstrates the support bracket in 
position, prior to the 0.5mm styrene cover being applied over the 

packers, and the inside of the packers being filled with epoxy. 
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Making the support bracket in brass: 
The above assembly can also be fabricated from brass if you desire, BUT take care with this. The rods are 
metal, and the wheels are metal. The wheels are only insulated at the hub, which means the rods are 
effectively 'live'. What this means is all the rods are electrified, right to the crossheads and reverse link. If 
this support bracket is also metal, it will connect conductivity from one side of the loco to the other and 
short out the whole damn thing! It pays to allow this bracket to be styrene, and insulate the two sides of the 
loco! That is not to say you can't make this from metal, just make note to provide insulation somewhere. 
 

Step 3 - The Crosshead Guides. 
 
These are the long guides that the crossheads and piston rods travel back and forth along. We make these 
out of a Plastruct ABS rod, 3.2 x 3.2mm. This is a 
small square section mid grey rod that has a 1mm 
hole right down the middle. I use this material a lot 
for crosshead guides because it's very strong, 
smooth and flexible. It does not wear even though 
the crossheads that slide on it are metal. The 
flexibility init can also be a godsend when things 
don't work as well as they should, and there are 
binds in the chassis etc. Additionally the li'l 1mm 
hole that runs through the middle of this Plastruct 
ABS rod is most useful in inserting brass wire from 
one end, which we used to fix the guide to the 
cylinder head and a brass bolt can be inserted into 
the rear end to bolt the rear end of the guides to the 
support bracket. 
 
Please refer to the PDF entitled 'Crosshead Guides' 
Make sure you cut the lengths exactly as shown, 
insert the brass wire as indicated, and weld on the shorter 3.2 x 3.2mm ABS block at the lead ends of both 
guides. Apply a 1mm styrene cover to both sides of the guide to help support the 3.2mm blocks. The 
completed guides will look like Figure 4: 
 

Step 4 - Making the Rear Cylinder Caps. 
 
Follow the PDF entitled 'Rear Cylinder caps' and cut the parts as shown. Drill out a good 2mm hole in the 
centre of the cap, through the gland fittings and all. Also measure out the distance between cylinder centre 
and position for centre of crosshead guide. This spacing should be 8mm. Drill a 1.5mm hole at the top of 
the cylinder cap, 8mm away from the central piston hole. The assembled caps will look like Figure 5: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5: The Crosshead Guides 

Figure 6: Close up of the 'glands' made from 3mm Evergreen pipe, 
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Weld the new cylinder heads to the centre of the rear face of the cylinder assemblies from chapter 2. Again, 
drill the 2mm piston hole and1.5mm crosshead guide hole through the cylinder's back plate from chapter 2. 
Be sure you are on the absolute dead centre of the cylinder. Clearances caused by the position of this piston 
hole are critical later on. 
 
Step 5 - Cutting the Main Rods to Length. 
 
In your laser cut sets, you will find a Main rod, part 1A and 1B. If not using the BBT chassis in this model, 
use these stainless steel main rods. You may like to thicken them up by applying a 1mm thick styrene outer 
facing to the rod, making it 2.2mm thick in total. Leave the' pin' detail at the bearing point on the rear layer 
only. 
 
If using the BBT main chassis, you get some nice 3D cast rods with your set. You'll need to cut the rod to 
the right length. The easiest thing to do is to overlay the laser cut rod, over the BBT rod, and use it to match 
up the crank pin holes, and drill out the hole at the crosshead end. Be precise, please don't mess this up. 
You want to get that hole drilled in exactly 
the correct place. Exactly 90mm from the 
crank pin centre at the other end of the rod. 
Too long and the rod will clang into the 
cylinder head, too short and it will bang into 
the guide support at the rear end of the 
guides! Drill the hole for a 0-80 bolt to pass 
through, not a tight fit, but not sloppy either - 
a nominal 1.5mm hole. 
 
After the hole is drilled, cut the excess main 
rod length off. Cut off approx 2mm clear of 
the hole. The drilled and cut rods will look 
like Figure 6: 
 
Step 6 - Making the Crossheads. 
 
Go to your laser cut kit and remove parts 8A, 8B and 9A, 9B. These are the back and front plates for the 
crossheads. The 8A/B are the 'back plates' and the 9A/B are the front plates. 

 
Follow the PDF entitled 'Crosshead Assembly'. 
Basically you make the crossheads by inserting a 
17mm length of 5/32 K&S brass SHS in between the 
front and back crosshead layers like Figure 7: 
 
The 5/32 brass SHS is a snug fit over our 3.2x3.2mm 
Plastruct ABS crosshead guide. The guides will run 
right through this SHS. 
 
Make a note of which edge of the crossheads is to 
face forward - check your general loco PDF's (from 
Chapter 5), the rear edge is different from the front 
edge, with the main rod bolt rear of crosshead centre. 
 
 

Figure 7: Use the laser cut main rod as a pattern to setout the hole 
to be drilled in the BBT main rod end. 

Figure 8: The Crosshead Assembly 
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Insert FOUR 00-90 bolts and nuts (no washers) between the two plates, sandwiching the K&S SHS 
between the two plates as seen above The 4 bolts only go in the two middle holes and two rear holes. Leave 
the two forward holes free at this time. Do the job such that the nuts are applied to the back plate, leaving 
clean bolt heads exposed on the front plate as seen in the above photo. When tightening the nuts, do not 
over tighten or you will crush the brass SHS, just make it firm, that's all. Now insert two more 00-90 bolts 
into the forward two holes -but apply no nuts to the back...just leave these two forward bolts loose. 
 
Next get your soldering iron out. Apply a daub of solder to the bolts, soldering them to the top of the brass 
SHS. This will ensure the SHS never slides 
out when the loco is in motion. Also solder 
the body of the lead two bolts such that they 
no longer will fall out. We could not apply 
nuts to the rear of the leading two bolts 
because they will bind with the lead driver 
crank pin. So we just cut those bolts off flush 
with the rear face of the crosshead. 
 
Next, solder the 4 nuts on the bolts, so that 
the nuts can ever come undone. When 
soldered, cut the excess bolts clean away 
from the nuts on the rear face like Figure 8: 
 
This is a view of the rear face of the 
crosshead. Note how the leading two bolts 
are cut off flush with the rear crosshead plate. The other 4bolts have nuts applied, soldered firm, with 
excess bolt cut off. Note also how the bolts are soldered to the brass SHS between the plates. I've also 
shown the main rod bolted in place, using a 0-80 bolt, nut and washer. For the main rod, the bolt is inserted 
from the rear, with the washer and nut exposed on the outer face. The completed crosshead as seen from the 
outside, slid onto a crosshead guide looks like this: Note how the 6 bolts holding the crosshead together 
have a clean bolt head to the outside, while the main rod has the nut and washer exposed (See Figure 9). 
When both crossheads are made, test their travel on the crosshead guides. Make sure there are no burrs on 
the brass SHS that prevent a smooth sliding motion. The travel should be easy and not stiff. If the 
crossheads are stiff, you may have squashed the SHS by over-tightening the bolts to the crossheads. 
 
When both crossheads are made, test their travel on the crosshead guides. Make sure there are no burrs on 
the brass SHS that prevent a smooth sliding motion. The travel should be easy and not stiff. If the 
crossheads are stiff, you may have squashed the SHS by over -tightening the bolts to the crossheads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Crosshead with hex-head blots & nuts installed and 
soldered. 

Figure 10: Note how the 6 bolts holding the crosshead together 
have a clean bolt head to the outside, while the main rod has the nut 

and washer exposed. 
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Step 7 - Detailing the Crossheads. 
 
Time to make the piston rods and detail the crossheads. Per the PDF "Crosshead Assembly" the piston 
rods are made using your 2mm Plastruct tube, 
inserted into a short length of 3.2mm Evergreen 
tube. This is then mounted onto a 2mm and 0.5mm 
packer. A brass pin, or000-100 brass bolt is inserted 
from the top, down through the two styrene layers 
into the styrene tubes to lock it all together. This 
assembly is then inserted into the front end of the 
crosshead, welded to the underside of the brass 
SHS/lead bolts using epoxy. You can also make 
these piston rods from brass tubing and brass strip, 
which can be soldered together and soldered to the 
bottoms of the brass SHS in the crosshead. Either 
way is fine. There is no stress on these parts at all. 
The piston rods being made and installed will look 
like Figure 10: 
 
The Crosshead tops. 
 
We need to clean up the mess we made to the top of the crossheads. We don't want to leave those soldered 
bolts exposed. The tops of the crossheads should be a nice smooth surface, with an oil cup central to the top 
surface. You can either solder a top plate of brass into the recess in the top of the crosshead assembly, or 
epoxy a 1mm styrene plate in there. Then use a 2mm length of 2mm styrene tube, welded to the top plate to 
make the oil cup. The completed crosshead will look like Figures 11 & 12: 

 
Step 8 - Inserting the Crosshead Guides. 
 
Now's the time to begin testing your rod setup. 
 
On the PDF "Crosshead Guides", it noted that you needed to drill a 1.5mm hole in the double layered 
SHS area at the leading end. Drill those holes and be careful as to their location. Get them right on. You 
don't want these holes too far forward or too far back, as they will affect valve motion. 
 
 

Figure 11: Detailing the Crossheads. 

Figure 12: Here are both the left (top) and the right 
(bottom) crosshead completed assemblies. 

Figure 13: Note my oil cups are too tall, and were later 
shortened, as they bind with other parts of the valve gear! 
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Now insert the brass rods of the leading end crosshead guides into the cylinder head. Drop the rear end of 
the guide into place, abutting the crosshead guide support. Insert a #00-80 brass bolt through the support 
into the end of the guide. 
 
Is the crosshead guide sitting right? 
 
When you inserted the guide into the cylinder head, and dropped the rear end of the guide against the guide 
support bracket, did the guide force the bracket rearward? or is the guide too short and doesn't reach the 
bracket at all? If the fitment is not perfect, check the following in this order: 
 

1. 1 Check the fitment of your cylinder assembly on the chassis. Compare it to the "Crosshead 
Guide Support Bracket" PDF, is the rear face of the cylinder in exactly the right place, or is 
it too far forward or too far back? Fix it, so that the rear of the cylinder is correctly placed. 
Check the setouts by comparing wheel centre relative to rear of cylinder. 

2. 2 next take out the crosshead guides again, drop them onto the "Crosshead Guides" PDF 
and check that you got the lengths right. If they are a spot on match for the PDF, and the 
cylinders are in the right place, then the problem has to be... 

3. 3 Checks the alignment of the support bracket. Again check the dims between the rear wheel 
hub and the back face of the bracket. Move the bracket forward or to the rear a little if 
required. 

 
The three above issues all affect the valve motion, and you cannot fudge any of them - e.g., if you cut the 
crosshead guide short to make it fit, then the crossheads will not have enough guide to travel on and you 
will get binding. Likewise, if the cylinders are too far back you will get binding of a most nasty nature! If 
too far forward, again the crossheads will run out of travel at the rear end of the guides, and the reverse 
links will later also end up too far forward and will not rock right. It all connects together, so get it right 
first! 
 
Once you get the crosshead guides inserted, with the cylinders in the right place, and the rear face of the 
support brackets in the right place its time to check levels. Check that the crosshead guide is exactly level. 
If you followed the PDF exactly for the support bracket, it should sit firm on the styrene pad between the 
springs and be the right height. If the bottom of the bracket sits too low, the main rod will hit it, and worse, 
the middle driver crank pin will hit the bracket too! Get it up if you get binding! 
 
Here in Figure 13, 14, and 15 are the crosshead guides set up in place: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 14: Ignore that Combination Crank on the guides at 

this point; we'll fix that in a moment. 
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Step 9 - Running the chassis for the first time. 
 
Now, undo the bolt to the rear of the guides, and slide the crosshead/main rod onto the guides from the rear. 
Insert the bolt again. Next undo the BBT crank pin on the 3rd axle and insert the main rod onto the crank 
pin. Slide in the 2mm steel spacer that keeps the main rod and side rod spaced apart on the crank pin. Time 
to get some things into motion! The set up should look like Figures 16 and 17: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apply power to the BBT wheels, and let the wheels rotate very very very slowly. 
Watch for the following: 
 

1. 1 Make sure the crank pin on the lead driver does not bind or hit the back of the crossheads. 
It will come within 1-2mm, but should not hit. If the crank pin does hit the back of the crosshead 
on either side, check that the cylinder assembly and crosshead guides are centered over the chassis 
properly, and are not fitted off centre, causing binding on one side. Check that the crank pin bolt is 
not loose or sticking out too far as a result of the steel sleeve through the side rods being too long. 
There should be literally only 0.5mm difference between the length of the sleeve and the thickness 
of the side rod. If the sleeve pushes the crank pin bolt outward too far, grind down the sleeve to 
bring the bolt head closer to the wheel face, and away from the crosshead. If you're still getting 
binding, then recheck your cylinder spacing. It should be 79mm centre to centre. If that's right and 
the crank pin is still hitting the crosshead back, there may be other issues at work such as a gauging 
problem, wheel back-to-back being too wide, etc. Check into the Forum for some help here. 

Figure 15: Here again the view this from the right 
side. 

Figure 16: Note how I needed to add two shims of 
0.5mm styrene directly in front of the motor to 

position my bracket properly. 

Figure 17: A view of the right side. Figure 18: A view of the left side. 
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 As a last resort you can fudge things a little, and literally move the piston line outward from true 

cylinder centre 1-2mm, such that the crossheads won't bind. It does mean your piston rods run into 
the cylinders out of centre, but it's very hard to notice this. 

2. Make sure the crank pin on the middle drive wheel does not bang against the crosshead guide 
support. If this crank pin is binding, check the level of your guides again and make sure they're not 
sagging downward too low. Make sure the crank pin is not too far out (see above for similar 
remedy). If all is OK, then file out a bit of the guide to enable the crank pin to pass. 

3. Check the wheel rotation when the cranks run 11 o'clock through to 1 o'clock. This is the 
position where the crank pins go to face vertical. In this position, the main rod will run uphill 
to the crank on the 3rd axle. Check to see that the main rod does not hit the bottom of the 
crosshead guide support. If the main rod does hit the bottom of the crosshead support, again check 
the levels to ensure the crosshead guides are not sagging down. If they're not, check to see how 
much styrene you have hanging below the crosshead guide level. If there is 1-2mm hanging below, 
trim it off to be flush with the bottom of the crosshead guide. 

 
 The above considerations are all issues with clearances, and you will all experience one of the 

above in some form. Take your time to tune the motion at this point. Do not rev the model 
high and risk smashing the work done so far! There is no doubt that the crank pin to 
crosshead and guide clearances are all tight. Even in a perfect model, the parts come within a 
couple of mm of each other. Just adjust things and remove the binds one at a time. 

 
 Once this chassis is running good, with the main rod turning over, and the crossheads moving nicely 

along the guides, with no whacking, no clicking and no binds, it's time to move on.... 
 

Step 10 - Installing the Combination Crank. 
 
Take out parts 7A and 7B from your laser cut set. These tiny li'l cams are called the 'Combination Cranks.' 
They are little cranks to be attached to the forward end of the crosshead guides. These are easy to install. 
Check the "Combination Crank" PDF for advice on their position. Basically, you bolt these to the outside 
of the crosshead guides, just behind the cylinder head. Insert a 0-80 brass bolt from the outside, then a 
small washer, then the guide, then another small washer, then the nut. Do up the nut to 'just firm', not loose, 
but not so firm that the crank won't move. We want this crank to be able to move. Next, either Loctite or 
solder the nut such that the nut will not move again, neither getting tighter nor looser. Trim off the excess 
bolt beyond the nut. The Combination Cranks, applied to both sides of the model will look like Figures 18 
and 19: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 19: Combination Crank installed right 
side. 

Figure 20: Close-up of styrene angle installed. 
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Also note in the above pictures, I have applied a small styrene 'angle' between the crosshead guide and the 
cylinder. The aim here is to keep the crosshead guide plumb, and the crossheads vertical. At this point the 
angle is simply welded to the cylinder head, while the crosshead guide is still a loose fit. 
 
Step 11 - The Valve Chest Glands. 

 
 
 
 
Again refer to the PDF entitled 'Rear 
Cylinder Caps'. There you will see the details 
for the stuffing boxes or glands to be applied 
to the rear of the steam chests, where the 
valve rods are to run into the steam chests. 
Just follow the PDF and assemble the glands. 
Drill a 1.5mm hole in the steam chest for the 
valve rod to pass. The finished product will 
look something like Figure 20: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 12 - Preparing the Reverse Links. 
 
The reverse links are these curved half moon shaped devices. BBT provides a full 3D cast version with the 
BBT chassis. If not using the BBT chassis, then we make our own using the laser cut parts, numbers 2A 
and 2B. 
 
The BBT Reverse Links. 
 
The first thing to do with the BBT reverse 
links is to cut off the excess material from the 
rear ends of the shafts. I used a Dremel with a 
fiberglass cutting wheel to cut the excess and 
flatten the end flange to approx 1mm thick. 
 
The Laser Cut Reverse Link. 
 
If you are using the BBT chassis for your loco, 
you will be using the BBT reverse link 
castings shown above, and do not need to 
worry about using these laser cut links. 
 
The laser cut reverse link is based on the 
system used by the Live Steam loco builder 
'Roundhouse Engineering'. Basically, it's a 
link cut out flat, which is then bent into shape.  
 

Figure 21: Note I've just inserted rod 4A (valve rod) to check that 
is slides feely into the valve chest. 

Figure 22: The above photo shows a BBT reverse link at the upper, 
with the excess shaft cut off, and ground smooth. The link in the 

lower part of the photo is unaltered. 
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The MOST IMPORTANT THING to note when bending the reverse links into shape is that you set up a 
LEFT HAND and RIGHT HAND side version. They will both be a mirror image of each other. Don't come 
wailing to me if you bent both links the same way, and create two links only good for one side of your 
loco! 
 
The reverse link assembly shown in these pictures are the reverse links provided in the original Mason 
Valve gear kit. In order to fold the reverse links into shape, you need to grind 2 grooves in each link as a 
'folding line'. PLEASE PLEASE make sure when you grind the two grooves in each reverse link that you 
DO NOT groove the both of them the same way. Choose which will be the RH and which will be the LH 
side (Fig. 22), then groove them as a mirror image of each other. If you groove them both on the same side, 
you will end up with two links that go on one side of the loco only and none for the other side. They are to 
be mirrored when bending them. The grooves can be filed by hand, or as I did, use a cutting wheel in a 
Dremel tool. Cut the grooves to about 50% depth (Fig. 23). Go slow, don't overdo it, and don't cut the 
things off altogether! When bending the tabs on the reverse links to a 'U' shape, take care to not bend the 
reverse link face - you want that to remain flat (Fig. 24). Support the face of the reverse link with bull nose 
pliers and bend the tab from there. Here are the laser cut reverse links being bent into shape (Fig. 25): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 24: Double check before you score and start 
to bend. 

Figure 23: Make sure you check for marking the 
correct side. 

Figure 25: Well if you did it wrong it's too late now. Figure 26: OK you did it right, time to assemble. 
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The cradle to bolt the reverse link to will be covered in the next step. Ours will be made from brass RHS 
tubing. 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 13 - Making the Reverse Link Cradles. 
 
The reverse link cradles are the blocks mounted to the rear face of the crosshead guide support bracket. 
They are blocks that hold the reverse links in place and allow them to pivot. Follow the PDF entitled 
"Reverse link Cradle". The cradle is to be 
made from 9.5mm X 5mmRectangular Hollow 
Section (RHS). This can be a Plastruct ABS 
section, or a brass section. I initially made 
mine using ABS, but changed it to brass, as I 
think we need a bit of added strength in there. 
Therefore, the brass section to use is K&S No. 
268, 3/16" x 3/8". The RHS is a tad narrow for 
your needs, but simply apply a 0.5mm sliver 
of styrene on the back with CA to fatten the 
RHS to the desired thickness. Whether brass 
or ABS, the RHS will be cut into a single 
block. Then grind out the sides of the block to 
allow a snug fit of the BBT Reverse link shaft. 
You'll be grinding out a slot approx 3.5mm 
wide. The reverse link cradle is simply bolted 
to the crosshead guide support using two long 
#00-90 bolts. Set the bolts out such that they 
run hard against the inside face of the RHS at 
top and bottom. Like Figure 27: 
 
 
 

Figure 27: Laser cut reverse link and cradle shown. 

Figure 28: The above photo shows 0.5mm styrene slithers attached 
to the face of the RHS to fatten it up. Do the same with the brass 

RHS. 
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Next slide the BBT reverse links into place from the 
rear of the cradle, and see how the fit is. You want 
the links to slide in tight, but not be too tight! The 
link must be able to pivot freely. With the links slid 
into place, the assembly will look like Figure 28: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Next make the end plate to hold the Reverse Link in 
place. The end plate will be made out of 0.5mm thick 
brass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
... and the end plate is held on by the long bolts 
through the carriage block like Figure 30: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 29: BBT reverse link shown in place in scratch 
built styrene cradle. 

Figure 30: Reverse link cradle end plate. 

Figure 31: Here it is reverse link cradle all buttoned up. 
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Laser cut Reverse Link Attachment. 
 
 
 
 
 
If using the laser cut reverse links, you won't need to 
grind out the RHS, as there is no shaft to slide into the 
RHS. Instead just drill a hole through the RHS to 
allow a bolt to pass through the link into the RHS, and 
apply a nut from the rear, kinda like Figure 31: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 14 - The Valve Rod Glide Block Guide. 
 
Now we're really getting into the fun part of assembling the valve gear. Per our discussions about the 
design of the Mason valve gear, there is a sliding block that glides in and out of a receptacle or guide on the 
crosshead support bracket. This is the slide block that connects the transverse rod from the radius rod to the 
valve rod, running to the steam chest. 

 
The guide box is easy to make, just follow the PDF 
entitled "Sliding Block & Guide Assembly" to cut a 
section of styrene (Evergreen), 5mm X 8mm RHS. This 
box gets welded to the front face of the crosshead guide 
support. Add the li'l triangular supports above the guide 
box, and also drop an oil cup onto the top of the box as 
indicated. Please use the PDF very carefully to locate 
the guide boxes accurately. The styrene RHS literally 
sits around the bolt head of the upper bolt holding the 
reverse link cradle in place. The completed guide box 
assembly will look like Fig. 32: 

 
 
 
And a view of the completed Crosshead Guide 
Support Bracket assembly, with reverse links 
attached on the rear (Fig. 33) and Valve Block 
Guide boxes in the front face (Fig. 34): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 32: Laser cut reverse link assembled to cradle. 

Figure 33: The Valve Rod Glide Block Guide. 

Figure 34: Crosshead support bracket front view. 
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Step 15 - Making the Valve Rod Blocks. 
 
This is the block that slides in and out of the guide above and transfers the motion of the radius rod to the 
valve rod to the steam chest. 
 
The system works like this: 
The radius rod and combination rods come together at the combination crank. This crank rocks back and 
forth providing the exact motion needed to move the valves in the valve chest. But the valve chest is a long 
way inboard and slightly above the position of the combination crank. Attached to the rear of the 
combination crank is a long rod (transverse rod) that runs rearward to the sliding block. At the sliding block 
the valve rod is connected and runs forward all the way into the valve chest. Therefore from the 
combination crank at the lead end of the whole motion, there is a zig-zag setout of rods, transferring that 
valve motion back and forth, both moving inboard and upward at the same time, while not losing any of the 
needed valve motion. 
 
The sliding valve blocks are made from three strips of 
2mm styrene. Please follow the PDF entitled 
"Sliding Block & Guide Assembly" to establish their 
correct length. Be precise. The height of the 2mm 
styrene strips need to be a neat fit inside the styrene 
guide boxes. To the outside face of the sliding block, 
attach transverse rods 3 (3A to one side 3B to the 
other side of the loco). To the inside face of the block, 
attach valve rods 4. Following the PDF entitled 
"Transverse Rod & Valve Rod", toward the valve 
end of the valve rod (rod 4) slide on a short length of 
3mm styrene tube as shown in the PDF. This is the 
threaded nut that connects the valve rod to the valve 
itself. In real life, this tube could be tightened or 
loosened to help tune the loco's valves. The finished 
assembly will look like Fig. 35: 
 

Figure 35: Crosshead support bracket rear view. 

Figure 36: The Valve Rod Sliding Blocks. 
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With the two sliding blocks just loosely inserted into 
the guide boxes, the assembly will look like Fig. 36: 
 
You can paint your crosshead support bracket now, 
too, if you want. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Step 16 - The Radius Rod and Combination Rods. 
 
OK, we're into easy territory now, just a matter of bolting the valve set together - Follow the PDF entitled 
"Valve Gear Assembly". 
 
Basically, we start with the smaller combination rod (rod 10). Lay it flat on the bench. Next apply a #00-90 
bolt to one end from behind. Slip in a 1mm tall, 2mm diameter tube spacer. The spacer can be cut from a 
tube of brass, aluminium, or even styrene. It is simply a spacer and has no stress on it. 
 
Next apply the 'S' shaped combination rod (rod 6) down onto the bolt and spacer. 
 
On the top end of the 'S' shaped combination rod (rod 6) are two holes. Take radius rod (rod 5), and bolt 
that to the second hole down, again install a 1mm tall spacer between the radius rod and 'S' shaped 
combination rod. 
 
The completed radius rod and combination rods will 
look like this. Please check the photos carefully and 
install the rods in the correct order, and with the 1mm 
spacers as shown. Don't get the rods backwards, or 
upside down. Apply nuts to the two #00-90 bolts, 
tighten to 'just firm' allowing the rods to move, but not 
too loose. At that point either solder the nuts firm, or 
use Loctite. You don't want this to come apart again, 
ever. Trim off the excess bolt. I used the cutting wheel 
to trim off the excess. The photos below show the 
rods all set up ready for installation of the Fireman's 
side of the loco. Be sure to repeat this step, all 
mirrored, for the Engineer's side. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 37: Valve Rod Sliding Block & Guide Assembly. 

Figure 38: Parts of the valve gear assembly. 
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All set up the combination rods and transverse rod 
sets will look like Fig. 38: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 17 - Attaching the Radius Rod to the Reverse Links. 
 
 
As you are aware, the rear end of the radius rod is 
designed to slide up and down the reverse link. With 
the rod slid to the upper end of the reverse link, the 
loco is set into reverse travel. With the radius rod slid 
to the bottom, the loco is set in forward motion. We 
are now going to make the li'l blocks that allow the 
radius rod to slide up and down the reverse link. 
 
Cut a 4mm length of Plastruct ABS 3.2mm X 3.2mm 
SHS. Sand/trim one side of the SHS down to be 
narrow enough to slip up and down the reverse link 
gap like Fig. 39: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Next drill a 1mm hole through the centre face of the 
SHS block. Take the remaining end of the radius rod 
(rod 5), with the combination rods attached to the 
other end, and bolt the radius rod to the reverse link 
block. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 39: Combination and Transverse Rods. 

Figure 40: Reverse link Sliding block outside view. 

Figure 41: Reverse link Sliding block inside view. 
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Apply the bolt from behind the reverse link, so that 
the bolt head can slide clean past the mounting clamp 
of the reverse link casting. Apply a nut to the outside 
of the radius rod, and tighten the Radius rod to the 
block, but not too tight, just firm. Use LocTite on this 
nut, and trim off the excess bolt. With the radius rod 
fitted to the reverse link sliding block, your assembly 
as seen from one side will look like Fig. 41: 
 
Repeat the attachment of the radius rod to both sides 
of the loco. 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 18 - Attaching the Combination Rods and Valve Rods to the loco. 
 
A number of things need to happen at once now. 
 
First, attach the free end of the smaller combination rod (rod 10) to the bottom of the crosshead. Again use 
a 1mm thick, 2mm wide spacer to lift the rod clear of the crosshead face. Apply the bolt from the rear, and 
tighten with a nut at the front. Solder the nut, or use LocTite. This one doesn't come off again. 
 
Next, slide the valve rod into your valve chest. Push it all the way in for now. Insert the sliding block at the 
end of the rod into the guide box on the crosshead guide support bracket. You can allow the crosshead 
guide bracket to be loose from the chassis to slide these li'l sliding blocks into place in the guides. Then 
drop the support bracket into place using glue, a bolt or whatever you like, to fix the bracket back down to 
the chassis support mount. Check that the valve rod and sliding block move back and forth nicely, with the 
end of the rod sliding cleanly in the valve chest. 
 
Insert a #00-90 bolt into the rear face of the transverse rod (rod 3), then apply a 1mm spacer tube onto the 
bolt, then slide the bolt into the back face of the combination crank sitting free at the end of the crosshead 
guide. With the #00-90 bolt sticking out of the combination crank, apply a 2mm tall tube space to the end 
of the bolt. 
 
At the top of the 'S' shaped combination rod (rod 6) is a hole not yet used. Drop the combination rod onto 
the combination crank with the bolt running into that unused hole. Apply a nut from the outside, which will 
be tightened in a position just above the radius rod. Tighten the nut over the S rod and combination crank to 
just firm, not sloppy. LocTite the nut, and grind off the excess bolt. File the end of the bolt to just above the 
face of the nut. You have now applied the full combination rod, radius rod and valve rod assemblies onto 
your loco. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 42: Reverse Link & Radius Rod connected on 
engine. 
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The set up will look like this- study the photos carefully: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Step 19 - The Eccentric Rod & Eccentric Crank. 
 
There are two more parts of the valve gear to be added. 
 
 
 
 
To the third driving wheel, we need to add the 
eccentric crank to the crank pin. BBT has provided a 
long crank bolt, with a long steel sleeve. Take out the 
crank bolt and insert your eccentric crank onto the 
bolt (laser cut part #11). Then apply a nut onto the 
crank bolt and tighten onto the eccentric crank like 
Fig. 44: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next install the crank bolts back onto the wheels (with the eccentric crank still fitted to them). Apply the 
BBT steel sleeve and 2mm spacer between side rods and main rods from before. Tighten the crank bolt 
firmly and look, at which direction the eccentric is facing. We need to adjust the nut behind the eccentric so 
that you can turn the eccentric to point exactly 20 Degrees to the rear of the crank pin. See the PDFentitled 
"Valve Gear Assembly". On both sides of the loco, when the crank is at 6 o'clock, (crank at down 
position), the eccentric will always angle toward the cab wall to 20 deg. When the crank eccentric is facing 
the right way, tighten the nut behind the eccentric again and check how firm the whole crank pin is. You 
might take a few goes to get the crank bolt both tight, and the eccentric facing the right way. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 43: Downward view. Figure 44: Side view. 

Figure 45: Two eccentric cranks ready for installation 
onto the 3rd Driver wheels. 
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Next apply the eccentric rod (rod 12) to the eccentric crank. You will apply a 0-80 bolt from the rear of the 
crank, through a small washer, a4mm brass or aluminium tube spacer, through the eccentric rod, and apply 
a nut and small washer on the outside, just firm. LocTite the nut onto the outside end of the bolt, and cut off 
the excess bolt. Be sure that the LocTite will hold the nut from moving inward and outward. This is a high 
stress joint. The 4mm spacer must be metal, and the nut cannot move. Solder the nut if you are not sure. It 
will unwind on one side of the loco, and tighten on the other while the loco runs. If the nut tightens itself, it 
will tear your valve gear up. Make sure the nut can't unwind or tighten.. 
 
Next, apply a #0-90 bolt into the rear of the lower reverse link, through a washer and into the eccentric rod. 
Apply a nut and washer on the outside, LocTite and trim the excess bolt. The completed eccentric assembly 
will look like Figures 45 & 46: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
... and that is the valve gear installed. 
 
 
 

Figure 47: Overall view of valve gear. Figure 46: Close-up of third driver and eccentric 
crank. 

Figure 48: Closer view of Crosshead end. 
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TEST THE VALVE MOTION! 
 
The 4 quarters of Valve Motion are summerised in the 4 views shown in the PDF's entitled "Valve Motion 
1" and "Valve Motion 2" Refer to those two PDF's to see that your motion looks the same in the 4 
quarters. 
 
Time for a small test. 
 
With the BBT wheels turning as slow as possible, check the following: 
 

The eccentric rod moves back and forth by the action of the eccentric crank on the 3rd driver. 
 
The reverse link rocks back and forth by the eccentric rod. Make sure the reverse link rocks 
forward as much as it does backwards. I fit is rocks more one way than the other, then the 
position of the reverse link is not quite right, either too far back or forward relative to the drive 
wheels. You may need to adjust the reverse link cradle - make it longer or trim it shorter. 
 
With the radius rod sitting in the lowest position on the reverse link, (full forward motion), see 
the radius rod move back and forth as a result of the rocking reverse link. Watch the radius rod 
move the combination crank back and forth, and with that watch the transverse valve rod block 
and valve rod slide up and back into the steam chest. Check to make sure the valve rod block 
doesn't fall out of the guide, and also check that the block doesn't run too far into the guide, 
causing the block to bang into the support bracket. If there is binding there, trim or lengthen the 
valve rod block. 
 
Check that the crank pin on the middle axle doesn't snag the back end of the reverse link cradle, 
or hit the flange on the back end of the reverse link shaft. If it does hit, loosen the reverse link 
cradle and move the cradle outboard more. The outer face will be very close to the outer edge 
of the support bracket. 
 
Watch the combination rods waggle back and forth, in combination with the radius rod and 
combination crank. Check that the 'S' shaped combination rod doesn't hit the rear cylinder head. 
It will be darn close, paper-thin close, but it should not hit. 

 
Step 20 - Making the Bell Rig Extensions. 
 
We're in the home straight now! 
 
Back in chapter 3 (oh, man that was a while ago wasn't it!) we made the bell rig that straddled the boiler 
just behind the stack. We made the bell rig using a Plastruct 6.4mm ABS tube. The tube has a 3mm duct 
down the centre of it. The idea of using the tube, like the prototype Mason, was to be able to link both sides 
of the loco's valve gear back to the Johnson bar (forward/reverse lever) in the cab. The instructions that 
follow will demonstrate the completion of the bell rig assembly based on those chapter 3 instructions. 
 
Since that time, some of you will have acquired Jim Barron's extremely stylish cast brass bell rig 
assemblies. These cast bell rigs are fantastic, but the body of the rig is solid brass, and not a tube - a 
requirement in casting the rig. Therefore it will be problematic getting both sides of the valve gear to work 
from the Johnson bar using the prototype method. Some of you may be able to drill through the brass 
cylinder turning it into a tube, but it is a tough bit of drilling. 
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Others may just have to use the bell rig as-is, and attach the valve gear extensions to both sides 
individually, and perhaps set the valve motion in 'full forward' 100% of the time, locking the system at the 
bell rig. All of this will become clearer to you as you read through what needs to be done to make the valve 
gear reversible via the bell rig per the prototype. 
 
The first step is to work out the total width of your model to the face of the reverse links on both sides. 
 
Remember that the crosshead guides were 79mm across, centre to centre. The total width of the crosshead 
support bracket to the outside edges was 85mm. The reverse link cradles aligned with the edges of the 
brackets, which means the outer faces of the cradles are also85mm. The width of the BBT reverse link 
casting is 6.9mm. Therefore the total width of the valve gear from the face of reverse links on both sides 
will be 85mm + 6.9 + 6.9mm = 98.8mm Given some looseness tolerances, we'll round it up to 100mm. 
Since we want the lifting rods that run between the radius rods and the bell rig to be vertical in normal 
operation, we need to extend the bell rig's 6.4mm tubing out to100mm in total... or approx a 20.5mm 
extension to both ends of the CH3 bell rig. Attached to the very ends of this 100mm long extended bell rig 
are the lifting levers that connect to the lifting rods down to the valve gear. 
 
Refer to the PDF entitled "Bell Rig Extensions" and note the following: 
 

You'll need parts 13A, 13B and 14 from the laser cut rod set. 
Begin by cutting a 103mm length of 2mm diameter brass tube. You'll need the tube to approx 
102.5mm, but its best to file/fine tune it as you go. 
You'll also need a 61mm length of 3mm brass tube. Make sure the 2mm brass tube slides nicely 
through the inside of the 3mm brass tube! (Incidentally, you can make the outer tube in copper or 
aluminium if you like). 
Next obtain two brass (or steel) washers, inside hole 3+mm, external diameter approx 7mm. I found 
these at the hardware store no problem! 

 
Your selection of tubes and washers, and laser cut parts will look like Figure 48: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 49: Bell rig extension parts. 
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Slip the 2mm tube inside the 3mm tube, and slip the 
two washers on the end like Figure 49: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Next slip the tube assembly into your Mason's bell 
rig. The 3mm tube will be a reasonably firm fit 
through your 6.4mm ABS bell rig tube. If it's too 
tight, it's OK to slip some 3mm tube lengths in from 
both ends. The 3mm tube is merely a bearing to 
make the actual reverse link tube... the inner tube 
turn smoothly. Once the tube assembly is inserted, 
with the washers slipped onto the ends, your 
assembly will look like Figure 50: 
 
 
 

 
Note that the outer face of the washers will be literally flush with the ends of the 3mm tube. If your bell rig 
tube is longer or shorter than the59mm from CH3, then you need to adjust the length of the 3mm tube, such 
that it extends past the end of the bell rig 6.4mm tube by approx0.7mm... or the thickness of the outer 
washers as shown above. 
 
Now, the inner 2mm tube can still slide in and out of the assembly easily. Centre the inner tube on the 
model. It should extend approximately 22mm either side of the plastic bell rig - measure both sides and 
equalize it. Next, on the engineer's side (the side as viewed in the above photo), mark the 2mm tube exactly 
where the 3mm tube/washer face is. This is the exact position for the Johnson bar lever to be installed (Part 
14), the vertical lever that connects the bell rig to the Johnson bar in the cab. In this position, it will just 
clear the boiler side by 2-3mm. 
 
You'll notice, all parts 13A, 13B and 14 have a 2mm hole in the middle, plus a notch to one side of the 
hole. The notch is there to enable us to lock these levers to the 2mm tube, without gluing them, such that 
the levers slide onto the bell rig, and always remain locked and quartered. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 50: Bell rig extension assembly. 

Figure 51: Bell rig extensions installed in bell rig. 
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Let's install part 14. Slide the 2mm tube out from the 
bell rig, and solder onto the side of the tube a short 
length of 0.5mm brass wire. Solder it as straight as 
you can, with the inside end stopping right on the 
mark (where the washer will be). The outside end of 
the wire can be anywhere, but should not extend 
within 2mm of the end of the tube. Then slide the 
lever onto the tube like Figure 51: 
 
 
The lever will now remain locked in position on the 2mm tube, yet can slide along the tube. 
 
On your model, this lever (part 14) will be set perfectly vertical when the loco's valve motion is set in 
'neutral'. Therefore the 0.5mm brass wire soldered to the side represents the down position of 6 o'clock 
location on the 2mm tube. Next solder another length of 0.5mm brass wire to the pipe... 90 deg from the 
last one. The length need only be 10mm or so. It should be soldered at the 9 o'clock position relative to the 
wire along the 6 o'clock position. This is so that the lifting levers (part 13A) will be set exactly 90 degrees 
from part 14. 
 
Tell you the truth, I was so wrapped up in trying to get these li'l laser cut parts made well, and strong, I 
made the notch in all the parts facing into the thick part of the lever, when the sensible thing would have set 
the notches of part 13 and 14 90 deg apart in the first place, so that you could have slipped both parts onto 
the single 0.5mm wire...daaaaah! You could notch it out yourself if you only want to solder the one wire! 
 
Now the big FUSS. 
 
OK, gang; we have a big short circuit issue! The bell rig connects the rods and valve gear on both sides of 
the loco together. It all meets up at the bell rig. The BBT wheels are insulated at the hub only; therefore the 
wheels are 'live' up to where the hub is. This means all the metal rods are live too. Actually this is pretty 
cool, because it also means we're getting power transfer between the wheels via the rods making for much 
better overall electrical contact. It also means however that the valve gear is live, the reverse links are live, 
and so are the radius rods! Now we're going to connect vertical lifting rods to the valve gear up to the bell 
rig and they'll be live too. Then they connect to metal parts 13A and 13B, which connect to the 2mm brass 
tube and ZAP...big short! Guys, somewhere between the radius rods on both sides, and the bell rig we need 
to insert an insulator to one side. This can be done in any of the following places: 
 

Plastic universals at either the top or bottom of the lifting rods? We could do that, but they're pretty 
fine, so I'd rather we did those in brass for strength. 
 
Plastic #0-80 or #00-90 bolts and plastic washers in the combination rods and eccentric rod on one 
side? Yeah that'd work, but the stainless might just cut through the nylon bolts. 
 
Change parts 13A and 13B (or only one of) to plastic? Yup, lots of strength in the part. That's what I 
did. I used the laser cut parts13A and 13B as a template and cut the same in 2mm styrene. I also 
notched the 13A side so that it was notched 90 degrees from the notch on part 14! You can use metal 
part 13B on the other side if you wish, but I decided to do a double whammy, and insulate both sides... I 
can just imagine running the loco at dusk and seeing the bell rig lighted up with sparks! 

Figure 52: Installed lever. 
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If you're not using the BBT chassis and using the Hartland wheels in a home made chassis, or using LGB 
Mogul wheels etc, then there is no shorting problem, as the wheels are insulated at the rims, which means 
none of the rods are live. Also if you're using battery power etc, again it makes little difference, except if 
you're running on the same rails as a track powered loco. Even if there are no electric wipers fitted to your 
chassis, the wheels are still live on the BBT. 
 
Next, slip the 2mm brass tube back onto your model, solder a 0.5mm brass rod (20mm length) to the 
fireman's side, set it so that the lifting lever will be exactly parallel with the engineer's side. Cut two lengths 
of Plastruct 6.4mm ABS tube. One to be approx 18.6mm long for the engineer's side, and the other to be 
19.8mm long. These lengths are 'ideal' taking into account exact setout, however 1mm here or there won't 
really make any difference. 
 
Next apply your parts 13A and 13B onto the model, either styrene or metal depending on your wheels! 
 
Bang on a small 0-80 washer to the outside and insert a 0-80 bolt into the end of the 2mm brass tube to lock 
it all together. If you find the assembly loose in the bell rig, maybe file off a tiny bit from the ends of the 
2mm brass tube, and re-insert the bolts. The bolts clamp it all together. It should be firm, but easy to rotate, 
not sloppy. You will need to use Loctite or epoxy on the bolts to hold them in, as they are not actually 
threaded into the tube. The engineer's side assembly, with my 13A part made from styrene, looks like 
Figures 52, 53, & 54: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 53: View of right of engine. Figure 54: View of left side of engine. 

Figure 55: View from the right showing both levers. 
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Step 21 - The Lifting Rods. 
 
Now we make the lifting rods that connect the valve gear up to the bell rig. The lifting rods literally lift the 
radius rods up and down about the reverse links. With the loco set in 'neutral', the radius rod is set in mid 
position on the reverse links, and as such the radius rod is perfectly horizontal also. In neutral position, the 
lifting levers on the bell rig are also facing horizontal, and the Johnson bar lever (part 14) is perfectly 
vertical. Use these setouts, because it is important to get the lifting rod lengths exact. 
 
Refer to PDF entitled "Lifting Rods & Universals". This sheet demonstrates two methods for making the 
universals. The 'simplified' method is on the left-hand side, while the prototypical is shown on the right-
hand side. On the real Mason, the pivot for the chassis was above the middle drive wheel, and the lifting 
rods were ahead of the pivot. This meant on tighter curves, the lifting rods would move laterally as well as 
forward and back. The universals at both ends of the lifting rods were important to avoid binds. On our 
models, the pivotis almost exactly in line with the lifting rods. This means, even on our much tighter 
curves, there is next to no lateral play in the lifting rods at all! This is good, because it removes a lot of 
stress problems from our model, and also prevents the lifting rods from snagging the running boards on a 
tight curve. On our models, the lifting rods only move back and forth. For this reason it is possible to 
simplify the universal into a stronger design, not to mention easier to build. 
 
Also, one thing you should know about this valve gear in motion: there is a tendency for the radius rod to 
buck while the loco is in motion. Typically, when the loco is set in forward motion, with the radius rod at 
the bottom of the reverse link, the radius rod tends to push itself up the reverse link with a bang every time 
the reverse link swings forward. Prototypically the radius rod is held firmly in place by the lifting rods. On 
our models the same is true. BUT, when we make these li'l universals, we have some slop in them, because 
we're not real good at making universals this small! What happens is the radius rod bucks the lifting rod, 
and goes sideways to the extent of the slop in the universals. Therefore, it is important that there isn't too 
much slop in the lifting rods, or the radius rod will take its revenge and make a mockery of your motion! 
Allan Cash tested all of this on his model, and can confirm what we thought would happen. For this reason, 
I also offer the simplified universal as it will not buck. It swivels and allows the lifting rod to swing, but it 
can't fold up on itself. It will hold the radius rod in position. 
 
Anyway, make your choice and go with it. A well made universal will work fine. I'm just not that good at 
making that sort of thing. 
 

 
 
 
 
To make the simplified universals, we simply 
cut some K&S 1/8 x1/4" brass RHS into 
triangles. Drill a 1mm hole near the tip of the 
triangle like Figure 55: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 56: 
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Next grind off the trip of the triangle making a nice rounded tip. The universal is now a channel as a result 
as seen above 
 
 
To the centre base of each triangle drill another 1mm 
hole. Insert a #00-90 bolt through the base of the 
universal. Apply a nut and washer onto the end of the 
bolt and wind it down to the face of the universal. 
Don't tighten the nut, just leave it a touch fit. I.e., tight 
enough to touch the universal, but leaving the 
universal free to swivel on the bolt. Solder the nut to 
prevent it from moving. The assembly will look like 
Figure 56: 
 
 
 

 
 
Make four of these universals. The end of the bolt 
should slide into the 2mm brass tube. FUN & 
GAMES... I just discovered there are two versions of 
the K&S brass 2mm tube. One is thin walled and 
takes a 00-90 bolt easily; the other is thick walled 
and can barely take a 000-100 bolt. Make sure you 
get a 2mm brass tube, which allows a 00-90 bolt to 
actually fit in. It should be like Figure 57: 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Now to work out the lifting rod length. 
 
Install the chassis back onto your loco, with the boiler, etc., all in place. Wire up any wiper wires that you 
may have snipped along the way. The chassis is to remain fitted to the BBT frame from here on. You'll be 
able to access the motor and wire for ever more from above, by lifting the boiler, but for now we want to 
keep the chassis in place, so that we can finish up the valve gear. 
 
Set the radius rod in 'neutral', or horizontal. Set the lifting levers on the bell rig at horizontal also. Measure 
the distance between the hole in the side of the radius rod and the hole in the end of the lifting lever. It will 
be nom. 74-75mm. Measure your typical universal setout... the distance between the hole in the side of the 
universal to the top of the nut above the universal, nom. 4.5mm. Deduct the universal lengths from the 
distance between the lifting levers and radius rod: 74mm less 4.5mm, less 4.5mm = 65mm. The nom. 
65mm will be the length of your lifting rods as cut from 2mm brass tube. This will depend on slop in the 
universals and the exact height of the bell rig/boiler above the chassis. It will vary from model to model, as 
some of you have taller bell rigs and fatter boilers etc. The important thing is that the lifting rod length is 
correct to enable the radius rod and lifting lever to be parallel. 
 
 

Figure 57: 

Figure 58: 
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Cut one 2mm tube to length, insert a universal into 
both ends and try it out. Use of tape or something to 
hold the universals from falling out. Once you have 
set the correct lifting rod length, insert the universals 
again and solder the universals into the ends of the 
brass tube at both ends. You could also use Loctite, 
except you won't need to remove the universals again. 
You will always be able to remove the lifting rod 
assembly simply by undoing the bolts that connect 
the universals to the valve gear or bell rig. The lifting 
rods will look like Figure 58: 
 
At this point the lifting rods got to the paint shop to 
get a coat of Tamyia 'Light Gunmetal'! 
 

 
 
Time to apply the lifting rods to the model. I decided 
to make the connection to the chassis side more 
'permanent', while making the top ends easily 
removable. As such I bolted the lifting rods to the 
radius rod, and soldered the nut in place, trimmed off 
the excess bolt from the outside and filed it flat. I 
inserted the bolt to the lower lifting rod from 'inside' 
so that I could work on the connection from the 
outside. Here you can see the lifting rod fitted to the 
radius rod on the mode: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
For the lifting rod top end fixing, I inserted the bolt 
from the outside, applied a nut to the inside and just 
tightened it, no Loctite or anything.. For now my bolts 
at the top end are sitting too long and will remain that 
way until the model is finished. I will be wanting to 
lift the boiler off for pipe work etc, so I want easy 
access for a while yet. With the lifting rods in place, 
the loco looks like Figure 60: 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 59: 

Figure 60: 

Figure 61: 
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Step 22 - The Backhead Structure. 
 
We're going to make the shell of the backhead right now, because we need that basic shell to complete the 
Johnson bar connections to the valve gear. 
 
We shall detail the backhead shell in the next chapter, including all the rivets and stays, along with the 
gauges, pipe work, brake systems and throttle. For now however, we just create the basic form to complete 
the valve gear. This is the backhead that is directly above the firebox area under the cab floor. The 
backhead we're making resides inside the cab. 
 
Following the PDF entitled "Backhead Shell" go out into the world and find a pipe of around 60mm or 
similar diameter. Cut the pipe to the length in the PDF. 
 
I'd trim out the bottom of the pipe facing into the backhead as shown on the PDF to create an open interior 
to the backhead - good for weights or electronics. 
 
Apply a panel of 2mm styrene to the sides of the pipe making the 'D' shape trunk, and the back face 
following the PDF. I reinforced the internal connections of the 2mm styrene panels to the pipe using epoxy. 
 

Figure 62: Valve Gear set in 'Neutral'. Radius rod 
and lifting lever set as horizontal. 

Figure 63: Valve Gear set in 'full forward' motion, 
radius rod and lifting lever are angled downward. 

Figure 64: Valve gear set in reverse motion, with radius 
rod and lifting lever angled upward. 
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The Backhead will look like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Take some 0.5mm styrene sheet and wrap a layer right the way around your 'D' shaped assembly. This will 
smooth the joints between pipe and 2mm styrene sides. 
 
 
Next we apply an equal angle to the bottom edge of the 
backhead on both sides. We use these angles to bolt the 
backhead down to the cab deck inside the cab area. Use 
either Evergreen or Plastruct angles approx 6x6mm. Size 
is not that critical, just so long as the angle is large enough 
to apply bolts down into the cab deck. With angles applied 
to the sides, the backhead assembly will look like Figure 
66: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Finally cut the smaller 'D' shaped backing layer to 
the backhead, round off the edges to all sides. This 
represents the very back of the un-lagged firebox 
poking out of the lagged backhead. With the backing 
plate applied to the rear face of the backhead, the 
assembly looks like Figure 67: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 66: Figure 65: 

Figure 67: 

Figure 68: 
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Step 23 - The Johnson Bar. 
 
Follow the PDF entitled "Johnson bar". There are two sizes of Johnson bar shown. The short one is the 
fudge factor unit. The short one is designed to be bolted to the side of the backhead, above the deck, and 
enables you to complete the backhead separate from the chassis. This short Johnson bar is to be used on 
models where you do not expect to make the valve gear move forward/reverse from the Johnson bar. The 
reason I say this is because many of you might be using the beautiful cast bell rigs from Jim Barron, and 
will not drill out the inside of the rig to enable the lifting rod assembly to connect to both sides of the 
model. Instead you will probably assemble the valve gear with the system locked in full forward motion at 
the bell rig. If doing this, then you don't need a working Johnson bar, so just bolt it to the side of the 
backhead, set in forward motion. The pivot for the Johnson bar in this instance is above the cab deck. 
 
The longer Johnson bar in the PDF is for all of you who have a fully working bell rig and can move the 
lifting rods up and down, allowing the valve gear to go into forward or reverse. For the Johnson bar to work 
properly, the pivot for the Johnson bar has to be well below the cab deck. We have to cut a slot in the cab 
deck to run the Johnson bar through and bolt to the side of the sub deck framing from chapter 2. 
 
Also, if you are running the full Johnson bar with fully operating valve gear, consider this: 
 
It might be possible to electronically wire up a geared switch motor, or small R/C servo to pull your 
Johnson bar back and forth. Wire the switch motor into the loco's electric pick-ups such that when the loco 
moves forward, the switch motor also runs forward within the first 3volts, throwing the valve gear into 
forward motion. Most likely the model will not even begin to move until after 3v is achieved, so the valve 
motion will move into forward motion before the loco moves. Likewise when polarity is reversed, and the 
loco is to move backward, the switch motor again pulls the Johnson bar back and throws the valve gear into 
reverse motion before the loco beings to move. I'm not an electronics guy, so we should discuss this option 
on-line with people who know more about controlling servos, and limiting voltage to switch motors to 3V, 
with automatic cut-off once the Johnson bar has moved full travel. You don't want the switch motor to tear 
up the valve gear by going too far! But it's a cool idea worth pursuing and the Mason valve gear is so 
visible, the effect would be unique in model trains! 
 
Whichever Johnson bar length you choose, cut the thing out of styrene or brass. It can be fashioned in one 
piece with all the contours, or can be a simple stick with some details applied to the sides! Also, cut out the 
ratchet elements to be applied on the backhead. 
 
The ratchet or quadrant part of the Johnson bar has a 
back and front. The back is a semi-circle shaped 
wedge that you weld flat onto the side of the 
Backhead. Apply two 1.5mm long slivers of 3.2mm 
styrene pipe as spacers, and then apply the outer 
quadrant element. The Johnson bar will slide between 
the two faces. Here is a view of the rear ratchet 
welded to the backhead, with the two spacers in place 
and the Johnson bar and outer ratchet about to be 
applied. My outer ratchet and Johnson bar in this view 
is an experimental laser cut unit that didn't work! I 
ended up making a longer Johnson bar in plastic! 

 
 

Figure 69: 
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Next create a slot in the angle at the bottom of the backhead to enable the longer Johnson bar to pass 
through the deck. 
 
Bolt the backhead in place on your loco's cab deck. It's best to sit all your boiler assembly and cab 
assembly in place to get the position of the backhead right. It should neatly slide up against the front wall of 
the cab interior, but not so tight that you can't lift the cab off vertically. I think it might be useful for the 
bolt holes in the backhead hold down angles to have elongated slots for holes, so that you can adjust the 
backhead location by 1-2mm. 
 
With the backhead bolted down to the deck. Lift the cab out of the way again. Next continue the Johnson 
bar slot right down into the cab deck. Make sure the slot is directly to the outside of the prime under deck 
framing. I used a Dremel tool with a drill bit in it, running at low revs to drill out that slot. 
 

 
 
 
 
Bolt the Johnson bar in place, using some shims to 
get the unit in the right location relative to the 
backhead side, slotted between the two ratchet 
elements, with the bottom end running down though 
the deck slot. Bolt the bottom pivot to the side of the 
sub floor framing, with shims like Figure 69: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next set your loco on a flat surface, set the Johnson bar perfectly vertical in the 'neutral' position. Set your 
valve gear in the 'neutral' position, with the radius rods set at mid point of the reverse links, the lever on the 
bell rig perfectly vertical. Measure the distance between the vertical bell rig lever and the Johnson bar - this 
is the length of our Johnson bar link rod. The distance between the two holes in the rod will be around 
166mm...give or take depending on exactly where you mounted your bell rig and Johnson bar on the 
backhead. Make the link rod from 2mm thick styrene 
or 1.6mm thick brass. 
 
Bolt the lead end to the rear face of the vertical bell 
rig lever and to the outer face of the Johnson bar in 
the cab. I used 00-80 bolts. Take great care bolting the 
lead end to the bell rig. You don't want the bolt head 
to scratch your Russia iron on the boiler side. Drop 
some fabric under the bolt area while you connect the 
link to the bell rig lever. 
 
With the link rod in place, the Johnson bar assembly 
will look like this shown in full reverse position (see 
Figure 70): 
 
 
 
 

Figure 70: 

Figure 71: Now shown with the Johnson bar moved into 
the forward position: 
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If you've not done the full working Johnson bar, and 
will pivot the Johnson bar off the backhead, then your 
finished assembly will look like Figure 72: 
 
I think it best not to do any painting on the 
backhead/Johnson bar now until we've detailed the 
cab interior in the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fenders - Mud Guards. 
 
The Mason Bogies sent to the DSP in their 'as built' condition arrived with beautifully painted fenders 
arched over the 6 wheel loco truck. 
 
This detail seemed to only last a year or two, if not months, before the fenders were removed forever. They 
would have been painted to match the loco's base colour, ie brown, wine or green, with gold or coloured 
line work. 
 
Making the fenders is pretty easy; we use a flat strip of brass, K&S standard 0.8mm x 6.3mm brass. Refer 
to the PDF entitled "Fenders". 
 
Cut and bend the K&S strip to follow the template. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 72: View with Johnson bar in full forward. 

Figure 73: 
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Next, take some short length of 1.5mm brass rod. If using the BBT chassis, with our styrene spring rig 
detail above the wheels, bend 4lengths of 1.5mm brass rods into small 'L' shaped brackets. The length of 
the vertical element of the 'L' determines the height of the fender above the wheels. I would set them up so 
that the fender sits about 2mm above the top edge of the crosshead guide support. Basically, drill and insert 
two 'L' shaped brass wire brackets into the top of the 3.2 x 3.2mm SHS rod running along the chassis top. 
Trim the bracket heights until the fender is level above the wheels. The top of the brackets will rest atop the 
fender. Mark the position of the brackets on the fender top, them slide the bracket out and solder them onto 
the top of the fender. Paint and glue the fender/brackets back onto the chassis top. 
 
 
 
 
 
If using the laser cut stainless steel chassis, the 
chassis sides come complete with two stanchions 
sticking up vertically from the chassis side, with a 
small hole at the top. Simply slide 1.5mm brass rods 
horizontally into the holes and solder the fender onto 
the brass rod. To lock the brass rods/fenders to the 
stainless steel stanchions solder a brass nut to either 
side of the stanchion, locking the fender in place. 
 
 
 
 
Well that's about it. 
 
At the end of Chapter 6, your Mason Bogie will look sort of like this: 
 

 
 

Figure 74: Position for fixing fenders to laser-cut chassis. 
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Loco in Forward Motion. 

 

 
Loco set in Neutral. 
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Loco set in Reverse Motion. 

 
Good Luck! 
David Fletcher 
January 2006. 
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